Surveillance video data is accumulating at a staggering rate, making its manual handling impossible. Therefore, automatic tools for analysis and processing of such data are highly needed. In most video surveillance scenarios the most interesting parts of the recorded data are those where an unusual event takes place. The rest of the data, which is actually representing the greatest part, relates to usual or normal activities that are of no real value to the security task and thus its viewing, storage and processing are pure wast of resources. Therefore, automatically finding the exact spot in a surveillance video sequence where an interesting event occurred is of great importance financially and to take timely actions.
INTRODUCTION
The large amount of video surveillance data collected every day is growing very fast. This surveillance data is usually monitored by very few human operators who are overwhelmed by the number of cameras and the constant alertness such task requires. Therefore, it is becoming an important challenge to detect and respond to all abnormal events in real time or to search for an interesting event that was recorded in a previous but unknown date. In this kind of tasks we are interested in events that deviate from the normal and usual behavior of the people in the monitored space. Not having automatic tools at hand this can be a daughnting task for the a human operator, who would have to sequentially view all raw video data, and use his judgment to determine if an event is unusual or not.
In this this article we will look into the possibility of modeling abnormal events for automatic detection as seen in [8, 5, 6] . By analyzing objects behaviors [11] in video sequences over time it should be possible to define a set of criteriaŠs for events, which deviate from normal behavior. Before doing this there must be a clear understanding of what characterizes as an event in a surveillance scenario, and what distinguishes events in the sense of what is abnormal and what is not.
We specifically focus our attention on the event of object dropping in public places such as airports and train stations etc. as mentioned in [3, 13, 2, 12, 9] .
RELATED WORK
Analyzing surveillance data, without the knowledge of when and where or even if an interesting event has occurred often takes place, and is time and labor intensive. In this kind of analysis the analyst is interested in extraordinary events, things that deviate from what is normal. Not having the suitable tools it can be a discouraging task for the analyst, to sequentially view all raw video data, and using his judgment to determine if an event is unusual. Currently the most accurate method, for abnormal event detection, is still based on human operator and manual labor however. Meaning that an operator sits and pays close attention to multiple screens of live video feeds from surveillance cameras.
There is a growing need to develop automatic systems to perform such tasks. Several published research papers [1, 4, 5] , and books [14] discussed such systems. Mecocci et al. [1] introduced a way to, automatically in real-time, detect abnormal events. Video surveillance systems today show two main drawbacks, namely, not being adaptive to different operative scenarios (they only work in well known and structured world), and they generally need the assistance of a human operator in order to recognize and tag specific visual events. The authors describe a system capable of automatically adapting to different scenarios without any human intervention, and use robust self-learning techniques to automatically learn the typical behavior of the targets in each specific operative environment. It uses an improved version of the Altruistic Vector Quantization algorithm (AVQ), which is a rework of the original idea by Johnson et. al. [7] . The system is capable of running in realtime, after a preliminary run-in period of about 40 minutes, in order to learn all the typical visual trajectories.
The authors of [4] suggest an automatic surveillance system based on a robust and simple algorithm for foreground and tracking of multiple objects in complex environments. It is explained that it is possible to obtain enough information from the characteristics of the detected objects. The system analysis the video stream and gives an alarm to call for the operators attention if the features fulfill predefined requirements. It is based on very simple algorithms in order to allow a single computer to analyze up to eight video streams in real-time. Blob and scene characteristics are used to create a low-level description of predefined events. It detects events by comparing the sequence's parameters with those associated with the events for the current scenario.
In [5] the authors present an unsupervised technique for detecting unusual activity in a large video set using many simple features. Low-level features, as mentioned in [10] , are defined to be those basic features that can be extracted automatically from an image without any shape information (information about spatial relationship). Thresholding is a form of low-level feature extraction performed as a point operation. Similar approaches can be used in high-level feature extraction, where we find shapes in images. In the proposed technique there are no complex activity models and no supervised feature selections used. The video is divided into equal length segments and extracted features are classified into prototypes, from which a prototype-segment co-occurrence matrix is computed.
A method to utilize the hard to describe but easy to verify property of unusual events without building explicit models of normal events are presented here. One compares each event with all others observed to determine how many similar events exists. If there are many similar events, one can conclude that the events are most likely to be normal, and not of much interest. If an event is not similar to others it is most likely to be an unusual and interesting event. Detecting unusual events in a large data set does not require modeling of normal events, but rather the ability to compare two events and measure their similarity.
The overall goal is to extract simple and reliable features which are descriptive, which is similar to goal of this article, i.e. can be used by an unsupervised algorithm to discover the important image features in a large video set in order to detect any unusual events.
In the rest of this paper we will present the proposed system for event detection. Section 3 gives an overview of the system and Section 4, shows some initial experimental results. Conclusions and future work are presented in Section 5.
PROPOSED SYSTEM

System overview
The chart displayed in figure 1 outlines the main building blocks of the systems. Starting at the input video-element in the top-left-corner of the figure, and following the arrows, one is able to interpret the flow of the system. 
Implementation
Background estimation
To be able to track any moving objects in a video, it must be extracted from the background. In this system, to estimate what is considered background and what is not, we consider a number of frames from the video source to estimate the background. The chart in figure 2 outlines the structure of the background estimation process. The output of the background estimation are two variables; the estimated background image (mean pixel intensity) and standard deviation of each pixel, both of which come from the set of frames given by the user as input.
Object tracking
The chart in figure 3 outlines the structure of the object tracking process.
To detect any moving objects in the scene, each frame is subtracted from the mean background image. This results in a foreground image containing one or more objects. This is converted into binary, making the background pixels black and the foreground pixels, scene objects, white. This is done by using the standard deviation and a confidence level as a threshold.
Further each frame goes through a morphological filtering step, which removes small objects in the scene. These are regarded as noise elements. Additionally any blobs that contains holes, due to bad segmentation, is filled.
Feature extraction
The chart in figure 4 outlines the structure for the feature extraction, and it can be seen in the figure that the system extracts several features. All the features are extracted for each object present in the seen, regardless of presence or action the object have in the video.
At this stage of the system, for each frame all objects Minor axis of an ellipse fitted a blob Table 1 : Blob features to be measured.
Feature analysis
The final part of the proposed system is the feature analysis part. Throughout the processing of the input video, several features are extracted. To detect any abnormal event, the features data has to be analyzed. For this analysis two sets of data are required, the extracted data from the input video sources, and the user defined criteria which describe the event to be detected in our case the event of object dropping. Object dropping is a high level concept that has a time dimension to it and cannot be properly described in the spatial domain only. therefore, features from both the spatial and temporal domains are extracted to characterize this event.
The features data has to be analyzed over time. Although, certain features might yield a satisfying result by only comparing the features extracted from two consecutive frames to determine whether an object drop took place, such as the "Center of mass", and the "Numel"-features. Others need to be examined over a time period.
The feature analysis stage is based on the "Numel"-feature, that acts as a trigger for further processing. The analysis do not execute until this parameter increases. Which means there are one or more new objects in the scene. The system then starts to process each feature separately, and comparing each of them against the individual set of criteria that model the event. System notifies the user only when the extracted features lay within the range of the user predefined criteria.
The 'Area'-feature utilizes data from both the two objects, a person walking and a suitcase left behind, which are obtained after a split by one object in the scene, this being a man carrying a suitcase. The difference in the 'Area'-feature data between consequtive frames is computed. The absolute difference is not applied here. In order to examine any possible significant variations in size one needs to take into consideration both positive and negative values. The two vectors, originated from the two new objects in the scene, make up the basis for a third vector, which contains the absolute difference between the first two vectors. Since the first two vectors have both positive and negative values, the frame where the first object, the person, decrease in size and the second object, the suitcase, increase in size generates a significant difference between the two values. The standard deviation of the third vector, absolute difference between the person-feature data and the suitcase-feature data, acts as a threshold. Most values in this third vector, inside the search window, do not deviate much from the original values except at the point of the assumed drop.
The analysis of the 'Center of mass'-feature does not take into consideration any history of the initial objects movement. It computes the Euclidean distance between the first and second object center of mass points where assumed object dropping takes place. To determine whether the person and suitcase are close enough to come from the same object, a threshold is applied. For a threshold-value the 'Minor axis'-feature is utilized. When the first object, the person, have a standing posture. The minor axis of this blob can be said to represent the objects width. If the distance between the to center points are equal or less then two times the minor axis they are regarded as close.
The 'Ratio'-feature is analyzed based on data inside the defined search window. Both the mean and the standard deviation of the feature data for the first object, the person carrying a suitcase, inside the search window is computed, being the ratio between the width and the height of the bounding box. This is performed to see the variations in the ratio of the bounding box of the object. A ratio of approximately 0.5 corresponds to an object standing or slightly bending. If the ratio is bigger then 0.5, in this case the person might be bending as to put down an object, a suitcase, on the ground. The algorithm checks whether the ratio is bigger then the search windows mean-value and standard deviation. If so, the persons ratio have increased enough to determine the bending posture.
The final comparison in order to determine an occurrence of the event of object dropping, is the analysis of the 'Directional information'-feature. The search window is utilized. The first objects, the persons, feature data is used to compute a new vector which consists of the difference between consecutive frames. The standard deviation is computed and acts as a threshold. Now one wants to find the frame where the objects came to an almost standstill. This is done by checking each value in the new vector against the standard deviation. When the standstill-point is found, this make up the start point for the further analysis toward the assumed point of the object drop. An object about to make a drop, first comes to an almost standstill, then gradually increase it's displacement toward the point of the drop. For each value in the new vector from the standstill-point the difference between consecutive frames is calculated. If none of the difference-values between the frames are equal or less then zero, meaning the object translation increases for each frame, the final comparison returns the value of true.
As a final check the system gather the result of the four analysis-parts to see if the results are similar. If so, the object dropping user-defined criteria have been fulfilled, and the system will assume that the event has occurred.
Search window
Analyzing data at the exact frame of where the presumably object drop took place, against data of the previous frame will most likely not yield reliable results. The feature data analysis should take several frames into consideration, and look at the variation of the data over that time period. Therefore a search window has to be defined.
The search window, which is of a variable size, consists of a number of frames that are related to the input videos attribute of frames per second (fps). The windows size must be based on the frame-rate of the input video, and not on a preset number frames only. If the window size was set to 10 frames, this could contain very much information if the frame-rate had been 10 fps. On the other side, a window size of 10 frames could contain very little information if the frame-rate had been 100 fps.
Object dropping criteria
Several videos containing the event of object dropping has been manually analyzed. A general description of the objects behaviors before, during and after the object dropping took place has been made. From this kind of analysis user defined criteria have been set. The criteria make up the basis for the feature analysis, and these are listed in table 2.
EXPERIMENTS
Feature evaluation
For the set of videos, the features listed in table 1 have been extracted and logged for each blob in each of the processed frame. All the extracted data has been illustrated in a 2-D plot, as to understand the correlation between the data, and what actually takes place in the video sequence. The plots are analyzed to see if one can describe when the event of object dropping takes place, and if there is a relationship
User criteria
Feature Description Area A sudden significant decrease in the blob size, and no sudden significant increase during previous frames. Significant sudden increase in size of new blob at same frame Center of mass
Check if distance between current blob, and a new blob. Distance must be equal or less then 2 times the minor axis of the current blob (the minor axis length holds some relation to the size of the object, it's height Directional information
Objects translation history shows a gradually increase in displacement before the object drop point Width-height-ratio A ratio equal or higher then 0.5 accounts for an object standing, or bending slightly Numel Number of objects increases by one where the drop takes place Minor axis Represent the width of the current blob, and is used as a threshold value Table 2 : User defined criteria for the abnormal event of object dropping.
between all the extracted data as to where the actual object dropping occurs.
As an example we present here the plots for the "Numel" and the "Center of mass"-features. Similar analysis has been performed for all the features. The "Numel"-feature in figure 6 keeps track of the total number of blobs in each frame. The whole feature analysis is based on this feature; which acts as a trigger for further processing. Whenever this feature increases by 1, the system will perform the analysis, which yields a result equal true or false regarding an object dropping has taken place.
Changes in this feature may occur due to blob-splits resulting from bad background segmentation. These noninteresting splits of objects do not typically have a long duration, and are treated as noise-elements and are filtered at an early stage after their appearance. Blob splits that are not filtered will trigger the systems analysis-stages.
The "Center of mass"-feature stores information about the position of all objects at each frame, x-coordinates and ycoordinates in separate variables in figures 7 and 8 respectively.
An example of how to read one plot; by examining figure 7a the blue line makes a sudden appearance at approximately frame 70. From this frame onward the value slowly decreases. This one can say that the object entered the scene at the right border, and moved across the scene to These plots reveals lots of information about where the objects entered the scene, in which direction it moved, whether it moved with a constant speed from frame to frame, or if there were no movement at all.
The primary tasks of this feature is to show where the object are located, and most important of all to show the distance between two objects. To determine whether an object dropping has occurred we may use among the other features, the distance from one object to the second, newly appeared object, is a crucial piece of evidence. If the objects appeared at each end of the scene, the distance would be to big to be considered that the two objects used to be parts of the same objects.
The "Minor axis"-feature is used as threshold to determine whether the distance between the two objects are to big or not. In this system, the Minor-axis is extracted from the first object. An ellipse is fitted around the object, and when the object is standing the Minor axis can be considered as the width of the object. If two object have a distance smaller then two times the Minor axis, the distance is inside the preset threshold, and the system accepts the object dropping criteria for this feature.
Experimental results
Each feature by itself is not enough to determine whether the abnormal event of object dropping has occurred. All features in a combination has to be considered to make this decision.
The system analysis is triggered based on the "Numel"-feature. When the system is triggered it performs an anal- ysis on all the extracted data. These data are compared against a set of user defined criteria (see table 2 ). These criteria act as decision rules. When the necessary computation is made the system yields the result in form of true or false, if each of the four feature-comparison parts concur on the frame of the object dropping. True if a object dropping has taken place, and false if not. The system also returns where in the time line of the video the event has taken place.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this initial work on salient event detection in video sequences; to model salient events we started off by performing a visual subjective analysis on a video training set. To be able to get the understanding of what was actually happening in the video sequence before, during and after the event of object dropping. By examining several videos with the same type of event we discovered that it was possible to define a set of criteria for the event. The set of criteria was set to act as a set of decision rules; thus an object dropping had occurred if all these predefined rules were fulfilled.
We automatically extracted several simple features from the objects in their entire presence in the scene. A combination of these low-level features did contain sufficient information to make a description on what characterizes the abnormal event of object dropping.
By making a general description of what the event in question contains, before, during and after the actual point of the object dropping we were able to derive a set of predefined decision rules. If the feature analysis fulfilled these criteria we could conclude that an object dropping had occurred, and we are able to pinpoint where this event occurred in the video sequence.
This video analysis was performed during the initial phase of our work and in the future we are planning to generalize this kind of analysis other types of events. Additionally, we will investigate automatic classification of events based on their feature vectors and learning mechanisms.
